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Like every other team in the NBA right now, the Atlanta Hawks are exploring ways that they 
might improve their roster before next month's trade deadline. This year's deadline, isn't 
like those of recent seasons, as there is a significant unknown awaiting teams as they head 
into the summer and next offseason. Because the NBA's Collective Bargaining Agreement 
(CBA) is set to expire, many teams are hesitant to take on long-term commitments without 
knowing exactly what those commitments will look like under a new CBA.  
 
Count the Atlanta Hawks among those teams. Also count the Hawks among the teams that 
are steadfastly staying below the NBA's salary cap, as they can't afford to pay so much as a 
dollar of luxury tax and forfeit their share of the money dolled out by the teams who are 
over the cap. There are still a few teams willing to spend, such as the Los Angeles Lakers, 
Boston Celtics, Orlando Magic and Dallas Mavericks, but most teams are taking the 
conservative approach with the new CBA looming, and the Hawks would only make a trade 
if it significantly improved their team. There will be no minor tweaks this year. 
 
"We like where we are, but that doesn't mean we wouldn't do any trades," Hawks GM Rick 
Sund tells HOOPSWORLD. "Everybody in the league looks to do trades. You always have 
dialogue with your colleagues in the league. If you can make your team better, you do it, 
but we're not looking for lateral moves. In the past, you'd do some lateral moves 
sometimes, but we're not looking for lateral moves this year. If we can do something that 
makes our team better we'll definitely pursue it, but right now I don't see a trade out there 
that helps our team and keeps us under the cap. We've got to get bang for our buck." 
 
While the national media focuses primarily on the Miami HEAT, Boston Celtics and Orlando 
Magic in terms of possible NBA Finalists from the Eastern Conference, the Atlanta Hawks 
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have quietly making progress. 
 
"We got our 30th win before February, and that was something we wanted to accomplish," 
says Sund. "This is an amazing stat, too: We've gone 14 straight months now with a 
winning record, which ranks as the best stretch for the Hawks franchise in Atlanta. That's 
remarkable when you consider where they were. Three years ago they were 37-45, then 
they got to 47 wins, then 53. Who knows if we can get 53 again, but we're in that 50-win 
club. If you can get 50, that's generally home court and that can get you through the first 
round and you're kind of one of the elite teams. Then you've got to go from being one of 
the elites to being a championship-caliber team, and most of my colleagues consider 
championship-caliber to getting to the conference finals. There's only four teams left, and 
that's our challenge and our goal. They won 50, they've been to the first round for two 
years, got swept in the second round, but now I think they believe they can play every 
team in the league. That's been our process, and we'll see how it works out. I think it's a 
compelling year for us, because we're had six or seven consecutive years of improving our 
record, and it's the first time, I think, that a team has ever improved for seven consecutive 
years."  
 
Atlanta's big move over the summer was simply keeping Joe Johnson in town, and many 
felt that wasn't enough to keep the Hawks competitive in an ever-changing East. Sund, 
however, thought that keeping the same core group in tact could give his team an edge 
come playoff time. 
 
"I think continuity could give us an advantage, but we'll see how that plays out. I think 
there are probably four or five legitimate teams that might have a shot at the Eastern 
Conference Finals. We're getting close to what the West has been, where you could be the 
third seed playing the sixth seed and it might be pretty tough. All of a sudden Chicago and 
Atlanta in there, New York is up and coming, so the playoffs will be more interesting instead 
of just the first four seeds automatically advancing. Prior to this year I don't think the 
Hawks were mentally ready to beat the second round opponent. That's the process, the 
maturing process. They think that now. They believe they can beat that next team, and 
that's our goal. We want to go from an elite team to a championship-caliber team." 
 
While the Hawks are exploring trade options, they truly believe continuity will be the key to 
getting out of the second round of the playoffs this season, must as continuity has helped 
the West-leading San Antonio Spurs. 
 
"Chemistry is so important, and if you look at San Antonio, in some ways they're analogous 
to us," Sund explains. "They got through the first round last year and got swept in four. We 
got through the first round last year and got swept in four. They didn't really make any 
major changes and we didn't make any major changes. They're a more veteran team than 
us, we started the season with three starters who are 24 or younger in Horford, Josh and 
Marvin. Joe, Bibbby and Jamal are all in their primes, so that combination is good. But we 
think continuity and chemistry are important for us, just as they have been for San 
Antonio." 
 
The real key for the Hawks, though, is Joe Johnson. Many pundits raised their eyebrows 
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when the Hawks made Johnson one of the richest players in the NBA last summer, but the 
Hawks believe he's the one who will take them all the way. 
 
"Joe's the guy," says Sund, without hesitation. "He's been an All-Star caliber player, but I 
think last year he crossed the line to all-pro. When you're all-pro you're one of the top 15 
players in the league. He's got to maintain that, obviously, and this year he got off to a 
slow start with the surgery and missed games, but this month we're 10-4, we're (30-18) on 
the road, and that's the maturing process. A playoff team has to win 14 on the road. A 
solid, elite team has to win between 17-19 on the road. Elite teams get into the 20, 22, 24 
area. We're knocking on the door of that right now, and that's who we are. Joe's at the 
heart of all of that." 
 
Johnson was as good as ever in January, averaging 26.0 points and shooting 50% from the 
field in leading the Hawks to a solid month. Trade or no trade, it's Johnson who will take 
the Hawks as far as they go this season, and they believe a trip to the NBA Finals is a 
realitic goal. 
 
Time will tell, of course, but the Hawks look as good as anyone in the East outside of 
Boston at this point. 
 

Martin Matter-of-Fact on Trade Talks 
 
Houston Rockets shooting guard Kevin Martin is no stranger to trade talks, and has gotten 
pretty good at just letting the talks rage outside the arena while he stays focused on the 
task at hand. Martin talks with HOOPSWORLD about the state of the Rockets, staying 
focused on the game, and more in this exclusive interview: 
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Pacers Better Than Their Record 
 
Details are starting to leak out about the meeting between Pacers president Larry Bird and 
head coach Larry O'Brien that lead to O'Brien's unexpected firing. Ultimately, O'Brien told 
Bird he felt the Pacers just aren't good enough to make the playoffs, that no matter what 
he does as a coach the team simply isn't up to the challenge. 
 
Bird disagreed, and frankly, it's easy to see why. On paper the Pacers are certainly a playoff 
team, especially in the notoriously weak Eastern Conference. The top five teams in the East 
are radically impproved or cemented into the playoff picture, but beyond that one of the 
last three spots should be very much within Indiana's reach. 
 
Instead, they've been terrible, and their recent collapse in Chicago was the final straw for 
Bird. The team has been simply terrible for most of January, and the reasons seem easy to 
identify and easy to correct. 
 
First, it's time to get the ball back in Roy Hibbert's 
hands. Hibbert had an amazing start to the season, 
averaging nearly 18 points, 10 rebounds and 2.5 
blocks per game over the first month, but has steadily 
fallen off ever since. Part of that's on Hibbert, but part 
of it is on the team to keep him involved in every play. 
Against Chicago - a team with no center at the 
moment - Hibbert got just five shots and logged only 
21 minutes. He did manage to block five shots in that 
time, but was otherwise unimpressive. More minutes, 
more touches, more production. Easy enough. 
 
Second, turn Darren Collison loose, please! The young 
man who turned heads and impressed even Chris Paul 
in New Orleans last season has been kept under wraps 
by a system that doesn't let him run-and-gun nearly 
enough. When Paul Silas took the reins in Charlotte, 
the first thing he did was turn DJ Augustin loose, and 
the wins immediately started coming. Interim head coach Frank Vogel now needs to do the 
same thing with Collison, who has at least as much potential as Augustin and probably a lot 
more. 
 
Finally, the Pacers need to get serious about acquiring a power forward. Troy Murphy was 
quite good for them, and the New Jersey Nets would give him away for one of those toaster 
cars the hamsters drive on TV. The Sacramento Kings are looking for a point guard, and 
have been offering Carl Landry around. If the Kings would take TJ Ford's ending deal, 
Landry is the kind of player who helps his team win games in the clutch and would be an 
outstanding complement to Granger, Hibbert and Collison. 
 
Sometimes a new head coach can completely change the fortunes of an NBA team, and 
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that's the hope in Indiana. The Pacers need to make the playoffs this season, because if 
they don't everyone from Bird to the ball boys could be gone when next season starts. 
 
Time to get busy, Pacers. 

More Twitter:  HOOPSWORLD has launched a new Twitter module where we will be 
releasing more breaking news and insider-type information via Twitter. Make sure you are 
following all of our guys to insure you are getting the very latest from our team: 
@stevekylerNBA, @AlexKennedyNBA, @jfleminghoops, @TheRocketGuy, @EricPincus, 
@joelbrigham, @alexraskin82, @stephenlitel, @TommyBeer and @YannisHW.

NBA Chats: HOOPSWORLD has three NBA chats today, starting with Bill Ingram at 11am 
EST. Bill will do his best to answer as many of your questions as possible. Anthony Macri 
will host his weekly NBA Chat at 2pm EST. Coach Macri is a Development Coach that works 
with NBA players year around to enhance and expand their games. HOOPSWORLD editor 
Jason Fleming will host his weekly chat tonight at 8pm EST. The chats fill up fast so getting 
in early always helps your odds. You can always find the next NBA Chat here: Upcoming 
HOOPSWORLD Chats. 
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The Golden State Warriors are pondering a breakup in the backcourt. Should they 
keep Monta Ellis or promising sophomore Steph Curry? 

 
The Indiana Pacers have run out of patience with head coach Jim O'Brien, 

announcing they had fired him on Sunday morning. Is he just the first to go in 
Indiana? 

 
HOOPSWORLD's Anthony Macri looks at what's wrong with the Wizards' defense 

and what's working with the Thunder's offense. 
 

HOOPSWORLD sits down with Tracy McGrady, who talks about what might have 
been in Orlando and Houston and vows that rumors of his retirement are too 

premature. 
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